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Assessment OF learning is 'summative', i.e. its main purpose is to grade and certify
students' achievement, while Assessment FOR learning is 'formative', aiming to support
and advance students in their learning1’. This can also be described as Assessment As
Learning. ‘Balancing assessment of and assessment for learning well, it is argued, is a
key aspect of an integrative approach to enhancing assessment, i.e. one which brings
the many and various strands of assessment together in a coherent way that addresses
the desired goals and takes account of opportunities and constraints in the setting
concerned’1.
The distinction between these purposes of assessment can ‘overlap’ (See Figure 1) and
they are not always mutually exclusive. For example, some assessments FOR Learning
(formative), whose primary function is for support/ feedback, can have some low
weighted (low-stakes) grades, such as grades for engaging and participating in this
activity. In addition, some Assessment OF Learning (summative) whose primary
function is for grade and certification may also have a feedback component to it, for
example, a mid-semester essay.
Figure 1: Balance across the Stages of Assessment FOR (Formative) and OF
Learning (Summative).
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As students in the early stages of a programme are introduced to new ideas and new
ways of thinking, they need multiple opportunities to learn through trial and error, get
feedback2 and self-monitor2 their performance (Assessment FOR Learning, UCD 1st Year
Assessment Design Principles 1 and 23). Before student exit the programme, staff need
to be able have evidence that students have achieved the required learning to progress
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to the next stage (Assessment OF Learning). There is a need to have assessment FOR and
OF Learning in all stages of the programme, however, as in Figure 1 above, Assessment
FOR Learning should have a higher weighting in Stage 1. 2,4.
In association with an increase in Assessment FOR learning in Stage 1, there is potential
to reduce5 some Assessment OF Learning (summative graded assessment). Reducing
assessment overload for staff and students is key design principle in UCD’s Assessment
ReDesign project (UCD 1st Year Assessment Design Principle 63). Some additional
characteristics of Assessment FOR Learning (Formative):
It strongly overlaps with teaching and learning activities, i.e. assessment
is not seen as separate (Table 1 sets out some ideas for incorporating
Assessment FOR Learning into ‘in-class’ and ‘out-of-class’ activities);
There is an emphasis on feedback to the students on their learning, either
before, during or after assessment;
There is an attempt to develop students’ ability to self-monitor and judge
their own performance;
There is an emphasis on students also learning from other students, i.e.
their peers.
Table 1: Some Suggestion for ‘Assessment FOR Learning’ for both in-class, on-line
and out-of-class activities
Contex Assessment FOR Learning
t
1

In-Class Quizzes/Problem Sheets:
Develop quizzes/problem sheets for groups of students in class, where they can
learn from other students and monitor their progress against others

2

Formative MCQ’s in Class:
Inclass

3

Similarly, attempting MCQ’s in class will assist students learn by giving
feedback to them on their progress. Some low weighted marks can be
considered for ‘participating’.
One-minute Test3:
Stop class 5 minutes before the end (or at beginning) asking: What the most
important think you have learned? What important questions are unanswered?

3

Use result to adapt next lecture, clarify questions in next session. Some low
weighted marks can be given for participation in this activity.
4

In-class Peer and Self review of Work against Set Assessment Criteria2:
Working with existing assessment criteria for assignment/project, in class get
students to assign a grade to a mock or previous assignment answer. Discuss
differences in grades. This highlights expectations for the assessment for the
student. It highlights their gaps before their assessment.

5

In-class Holistic Assessment of student Work8: Develop students’ judgment
of their work as a whole; against their peers work on same assignment; against
a wider spectrum of work. Discuss justification and any emerging ‘latent’
criteria.

6

In-Class Discussions:
Allow opportunity for quick in-class discussion in pairs on more complex
material or discuss the application of the material to their programme.

7

Using Student Generated On-line Material for In-Class Discussion
If students contribute on-line prior to a class, use some of their
material/questions to refer to in the lectures. Address common
misconceptions, errors, etc.

8

In-Class Feedback on Assignment/Assessment:
Give feedback to whole class on common errors in continuous assessment
assignments (or previous years exams)

9

On-line Formative MCQ’s (set by students) (PEER-WISE© software7) Get
students to create, share, evaluate and answer their own MCQ questions.
Students learn from each other on-line and realise what is a good question and
good answer.

1
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Problem-solving Activities :

1

Online

Use established or create on-line problem solving activities. Students can
attempt these multiple times to get correct answers and as such learn from the
process. Grade can be given for participation.
On-line Formative MCQ’s (set by staff) with feedback:

4

1

Similar to in-class, use MCQ’s as a learning resource, where students attempt
these as often as possible and gain grades for participation. Design automated
feedback into the resource.

1
2

Participation in Discussion-threads/Bloggs3:

1
3

1
4

Set up either groups or individual blogs and ask students to discuss or answer
certain questions. Give students some grades for contribution and additional
marks for commenting on other students contributions. Examples and criteria
are available for this (contact UCD Teaching and Learning)
Out of
class

Use of pre-submission checklist for assessment6:
When students hand in lab or other assignments, ask them to fill in a selfassessment of their assignment against the assessment criteria. This is more
useful than feedback afterwards and they are clear on assessment expectations.
Research activity as a group:
Use out-of-class groups as a learning experience; encourage them to investigate
into an area. Ideas around assessing can be seen on p22 of resource*,
alternatively it is an activity that is encouraged and not assessed (or an exam
question is based on the activity).

*see also The 1st Year Assessment Design Principles (Module Design), UCD Teaching and
Learning website http://www.ucd.ie/t4cms/moddesignfyassess.pdf
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